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Tap tap pubg erangel 2. 0 update

TapTap one-click installation Discover More Games Connect with more than 60 million players It's easier to find Interesting Games and Comment While Waiting for Update .... Please update tomorrow as soon as possible so you can download .... India♥ ️ (I love pubg) I'm waiting in India we expect erangel 2.0 to season 6 or 7 when it comes to India gov putting pubg on the ban list with wtf other 118 apps �
�  Waiting for update .... Please update tomorrow as soon as possible so you can download .... India♥ ️ when anyone will get pubg india unban to me, india pubg ban pubg bàn then tap pubg mobile is safe to update, No current no Pubgب:⼺  This game graphics has increased .... but one thing 4GB Ram mobile I pro Pubg player my Pubg id5312034186 tries to add they have to reduce
comentry sound in shoud evoground mode. Remove Lag completely. Not 67% delay reduce or blah blah but make the game 0% latency. India mein and unban Hoga ya nahin reply at update time 14:00 to 6:00 Good ❤❤ �  [Picture]New Erangel here with all new map elements and upgraded graphics! We've completely overhauled
the user experience with new player controls and visual experiences! Royale Pass Season 15: BEYOND A.C.E. is available september 14! Interact and have fun with your new Cheer Park and Training Ground friends! Version 1.0.0 featuring the new Erangel will be available on PUBG MOBILE from September 8. The server is not taken offline for this update. This update requires about 0 GB of additional
storage for Android and 1 GB of additional storage for iOS.Players in different versions, so please update as soon as possible. [Picture] Update the game from September 8 to September 13 (UTC 0): • 2,888 BP• 100 AG• Red Racecar Knight Backpack (3d) [Image]New Classic Mode GameplayNew Erangel:◘ All-new VisualsUpdated sky, terrain, water and vegetation to be more realistic and detailed◘
Building Changes◘ Major Resource Point Changes1. Mylta Power: Mylta Power has been remodeled with a new building layout to make resource points closer to each other for more unexpected developments in battle.2. Quarry: It has damaged the land structure, adjusted the layout of buildings, added 7 new large warehouses and added landing points for more looting options.3. Prison: The terrain
structure has been adjusted to add more walls to the perimeter. Some building layouts have been adjusted to give everyone new tactical options.4. Adjustments to other resource points in the Game Zone: Other resource points have been added in the Game Zone.◘ New Map ElementsAdded trenches, wooden barricades, abandoned tanks and constructions have been added as cover to create a more
challenging combat atmosphere that will make new tactics and strategies possible throughout Erangel.◘ Building Changes Have fixed the structure of some urban areas to give players a better chance attacking and defending. Some buildings now have basements, and players have to break through the wooden door of their basement with their guns before entering. Livik Enhancements: ◘ New firearm:
M10141. It's an all-new semi-automatic shotgun. Upload up to 7 rounds for outstanding melee experience.2. It can be equipped with shotgun barrel or bullet loop app and is currently the most efficient shotgun combat.3 use. Ammo can be manually reloaded, allowing everyone to adapt to emergencies that will surprise you.4. Only The Classic Battle Royale Map and Arena on Livik appear along with other
shotguns.◘ Visual Effects Enhancements1. Better accuracy of rock textures with smoother graphics.2. Improved display of water textures with smoother graphics.3. Better view of details when Monster Truck is seen from a distance.4. Improved display of waterfalls with smoother graphics.5. Improved close-up screen of waterfalls.6. Improved effects during landing.◘ Stage Balancing Adjustments1. The
advantages of the pier opposite the waterfall have decreased.2. Increased water depth above the waterfall.3. Vegetation density in the upper left area has increased slightly.4. The large boat is replaced by a new speedboat and can be used in narrow water roads.5. Small changes in supply fall.6. Adjusted grass distribution.◘ Error Corrections1. Fixed errors that included cropping, floating objects, and
spaces in the terrain.2. Fixed an issue with Monster Truck jamming into the walls.3. A problem with the destruction of trees has been resolved. A.C beyond E-Themed Game1. Some mysterious Energy Towers survive implosion and remain Erangel. Players will be able to use the materials in these Energy Towers by fulfilling certain conditions in battle.2.During the event, players will have the chance to enter
this mode during Erangel pairing in Classic Mode. EvoGround AdditionsPayload 2.0 (coming soon)Load Mode is back with all the new improvements!1. Fully armed vehicles, including the new armed helicopter, will provide great firepower for you and your team. Take the base and find brand new Super Weapon Vaults to earn heavy weapons and new powerful items. Finally, the Advanced Communication
Towers will allow players to recall their defeated teammates who could reverse the course of the battle.2. All-new armed vehicles: armed UAZ, Dacia, Buggy and PickupNew heavy weapons: AT4-A laser guided missile and M202 four-barrel rocket launcher.3. New items: drone remote, portable radar, bomb suit. Halloween Infection Mode (available October 23)1. Infection Mode is back! 2. Zombies wear
Halloween masks, with new atmospheric decorations including jack-o \'-lanterns, tombstones, and candles. [Picture] Security Performance Improvements:Security Enhancement1. Improved and the audience expanded the scope of 'enemy visibility detection.' 2. Fully upgraded solutions, and added a penalty strategy to target the latest plugins/cheaters.3. Improved Improved processes and tools for
releasing and launching security policy to react and combat faster.4. Increased performance impact of security monitoring and reduced power consumption and latency caused by security monitoring. Graphic Quality Upgrades Improved skin textures and facial details for players' character models. Improved hair accuracy on players' characters to make them look more natural and layered.◘ Action
Enhancements:1. Increased ease of switching between actions in mobile mode.2.Improved display of weapon control during standby.3. Improvements for more natural transitions between animations during parachute drop and landing.◘ Visual Effects Enhancements:1. Improved building and land crossings between zones for better blending.2. Improving the quality of lighting, giving vegetation and giving
the sky a more layered appearance.3. New water surface optimizations, reflections and improvements to coast.◘ Character Elements Enhancements with gradual changes:1.More accurate models for holographic plus aim advanced display, red dot and optical aiming gahs, new paraxic adjustment effect.2.Improved shell launch animations when firing, new explosion effect, and strong fire feedback. Basic
Enhancements: Most mobile phone models can now support 90 FPSA player has made improvements to the target of a delay issue triggered for the first time when another player hits another player in battle. Combat ImprovementsClassic Mode Balancing♦ Tommy GunA fire slightly faster rate and scope guide added. This weapon can be equipped with a Red Dot Sight or Holographic Sight.♦ UMP45Slightly
high damage♦ fire rate, bullet vest, DBSThis weapon now replaced by Air Drops.◘ Classic Combat Animations1 spawns. Better transitions between standing and squatting.2. The use of Med Kits ends only when the control is pushed to the sprint position.3. Gyroscope is now also applied when using throwables.4. Jump When followed, visibility can be changed by swiping on the right side of the screen.5.
Improved Monster Truck model, with reduced trimming of tires with scene. ◘ ArenaFiring Arena Mode.Improved removes invincibleness players can change the direction of sliding action based on slide motion direction.◘ SettingsThere now has separate settings for Lobby and Challenge graphics.◘ Cheer ParkEd Ground Updates1. For improved training, the Training Ground upgrade gives each player a
separate Training Ground to improve their skills.2. Additional target shooting, throwing and training exercises are available on the Training Pitches, which can cause a variety of challenges.3.Entering the Training Ground has changed—players are now entering from Cheer Park. ◘ Cheer Park Showdowns1. The building to the left of the target range in Cheer Park has completed construction!2. Players can
join with others at Cheer Park and enjoy the challenge in the newly finished structure, or they can watch. Island of The Island of ◘ in Cheer The island in the form of a romantic heart was added to cheer park lake and hot air balloon moved close to the island.2.The island will be decorated with all kinds of romantic fixtures like a romantic boat that is sure to swing for two and enjoy the couples! ◘ Cheer Park
Extreme Arena (valid october 23)1. Enter alone and fight waves of monsters. The building is transparent, so other players can track you against these vicious creatures.2.Rankings will show where players stand compared to other players on the same island. ◘ is valid from Cheer Park Halloween (October 23) 1. Once locked in Monster Training Ground Cheer Park, the Halloween season will bring more
changes. Players entering the training ground will need to repel monster waves in a new foggy night environment.2. After players finish defending themselves in monsters, the points they get are displayed during Training Ground Rankings.3.Halloween, where halloween decorations will be in Cheer Park and other places. [Picture] User Experience Enhancements We've completely overhauled the user
experience:◘ The game lobby has been updated to improve the display features and prioritize display features that players need most:▪ Main Lobby unifys the most frequently used features, such as creating rosters and stores, in one place. The invitation sidebar and friend system have also been updated. Swipe left to view the new Personal Space and swipe right to view Store information.▪ The Social
Lobby has an elevated Personal Space that shows your social connections, status, games, achievements, firearms and vehicles.▪ Store Lobby includes upgraded resources applicable to player's browse and purchase.◘ Improvements to existing systems: mode selection interface, in-game functions including friends interface , sharing interface , and RP will be reconfigured for a better experience.◘ The
game will have a brand new visual look for a fresh and enjoyable experience. ◘ Royale Pass Season 151. New theme with new rewards! BEYOND A.C.E is here!2. Intermediate layout enhancements: Players can now change the tabs on the right side of the screen instead of the top one for added convenience.3. Enhanced rewards display: New key image preview of level rewards, a new preview of
unseasable rewards, and previews of newly added chest items 4. Improved voucher exchange: Pay directly in the voucher window.5.Improved RP score accumulation: Automatically converts RP points between seasons to regular scorecards. ◘ Friend Notes Players can now add their own notes about friends. The description of the note appears with your friend's nickname in team sidebar.◘ RP
Subscription1. The Plus subscription reward was changed from 900 UC Coupon ×1 to 300 UC Coupon ×3 to facilitate the use of the reward.2. Subscribe to players with RP Added notifications for amorting of RP scores for items to guide you to .3. Added RP Video to provide additional information about the new RP4. Improvements, including the display of monthly prices. ◘ Room SpectatingLivik Map now
has a Room Audience function◘ New Achievements New rewards for Load Mode from The New AchievementsTap [ID:80224473 TapTap Editor] Waiting to Update .... Please update tomorrow as soon as possible so you can download .... I ♥ ️ this update for a long time in Pakistan (:D I'm waiting for you to see how the game is. Nevertheless an update pls give the update when we will get update 1.0 pubg
update forwhayreason not update please tell the kids after my game is updated. Hello sir help me not install my app
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